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HOW TO BREW

1-Tear the bag 2- Hang over your cup
3- Pour water

 95 -100oC in 90 seconds

Passionate scent, bitter taste,pure slight sour posture.

Drip Bag Coffee



AboutUs
Zara Bean Coffee is coffee trademark under QUY THI TRADING 

AND SERVICE COMPANY LIMITED and Our company has been 

operating in this field for more than 13 years.

With stable coffee raw from coffee farm in Gia Lai and Dak Lak, 

we exported to many countries such as: Russia, Korea, especially 

Singapore recently. In Vietnam, we have delivered our products 

to the Convenience stores and sold on e-commerce sites.

To create high-quality products, Our factory in Gia Lai have 

selected the best coffee bean to make Drip Bag Coffee.

Our core value is high-quality product and superior aroma. 

Especially We produce, OEM, distribute and export different 

kinds of Drip Bag Coffee.

www.dripbagcoffee.vn



Filter coffee is a traditional 

drinking style of Vietnamese that has 

existed for a long time, but it takes a 

lot of time to make. Understanding 

that, Zara Bean Coffee has produced 

Drip Bag Coffee using special paper 

filter, which is convenient, non-toxic 

and eco-frienly. In 2 minutes, cus-

tomers can immediately enjoy a cup 

of delicious, pure coffee as a filter 

Coffee.

With unique selection and 

distribution from Robusta, Arabica, 

Moka coffee beans in Cau Dat area, Da Lat and combined with experienced roasting 

techniques, Zara Bean Coffee serves many kinds of Drip Bag Coffee with safe, delicious, 

real aroma. These products are manufactured according to high quality standards serves 

coffee-lovers in domestic and export as follows

Drip Bag Coffee

www.dripbagcoffee.vn



New Products 
With unique selection and distribution from Robusta, Arabica, Moka coffee beans in Cau Dat area, Da Lat 

and combined with experienced roasting techniques, Zara Bean Coffee serves many kinds of Drip Bag 

Coffee with safe, delicious, real aroma. These products are manufactured according to high quality 

standards serves coffee-lovers in domestic and export as follows

Packing according to customer's requirement. Satches (6g, 8g, 10g, 12g ...). Box / Bag with ( 6, 10 , 15, 20, 

30, 50 ...) packs.

Drip Bag Coffee

Ginger Latte
MSP: 600843

Mint Latte
MSP: 600836  

Rosemary Latte
MSP: 600850

Coconut Latte
MSP: 600812 

Vanilla Latte
MSP: 600829 

Cau Dat Arabica Coffee
MSP: 600249 

Traditional Robusta
MSP: 600157 

Premium Mocha
MSP: 600171 

Chocolate Almond
MSP: 600805  

Cinnamon Latte
MSP: 600867  

Jasmine Latte
MSP: 600874



"Selected from the best raw material 

of Buon Ho - Gia Lai where the soil and 

climate are well suited to produce the 

Robusta coffee with the different taste 

and scent. Strong bitter taste, light 

scent, pure posture combined with 

hand-made roasting experience 

blended with butter, wines, make 

products suitable for traditional Viet-

namese coffee g style. Traditional 

Robusta Coffee with new drinking way 

“Drip Bag Coffee” has strong scent as 

filter coffee. "

Traditional Robusta Drip Bag Coffee
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“ Arabica Cau Dat is known as the 

Vietnamese Coffee Queen because 

of the passionate scent, bitter taste, 

pure slight sour posture. Water is 

light brown, clear of amber color is 

very beautiful. Arabica Cau Dat is 

grown in a special soil of Cau Dat - 

Da Lat, Vietnam, with an altitude of 

1,500m, cool temperate climate all 

the year and always receive the 

pure early dew drops from the 

essence of sky - a precious gift of 

nature.

Cau Dat Arabica Coffee Drip Bag Coffee



“ Premium Moka (Mocha) - The coffee 

style of World Heritage. The quantity 

of Moka is limited, it is rarely grown 

from Cau Dat area, Da Lat plateau. 

Moka's coffee quality exceeds other 

types of coffee. Noble, incense scent, 

average bitter taste, delicate posture, 

slight sour feature. Our premium Viet-

namese coffee is easy to make with no 

special equipment needed to brew. 

Just tear the bag, hang over your cup, 

pour water, and add sugar or milk. 

That’s it!

Premium Mocha Coffee Drip Bag Coffee



Enjoy our all-natural flavors with the best with 

Chocolate Almond latte.

Our awesome blend Chocolate, Almond and fresh 

Cau Dat Arabica coffee come together to give the 

energy rich cup of coffee for vitalizing your morn-

ings. Better than dessert.

Chocolate Almond Drip Bag Coffee



“We're reinventing the classics with our new Coconut 

coffee. This blend of dried coconut & delicious Viet-

namese Coffee. Enjoy it hot, with ice and with sugary 

condensed milk is better than dessert. It features fatty 

taste from 100% real dried coconut and coffee perfect 

aroma. Experience the sweet, fruity, and fatty taste of 

real coconut we use in each naturally flavorful cup of 

coffee. 

Coconut Latte Drip Bag Coffee



“We’re reinventing the classics with our Vanilla Lattes. 

It's a very small things with but it can bear big benefits to 

how you feel when you drink coffee, and hopefully, this 

vanilla latte. The a lighter-roasted Arabica coffee and 

Robusta coffee, real vanilla bean and a bit peanut butter 

(nothing artificial here) come together to create a 

delightful new twist on a beloved espresso classic. The 

sweet, bold taste, and floral notes of real vanilla beans 

we use in each naturally flavorful cup of coffee. It's ready 

to captivate your senses right now. It's wonderful to 

enjoy it hot or iced coffee with sugar or sweetened 

condensed milk!

Vanilla Latte Drip Bag Coffee



“Why Mint Coffee? A healthy dose of chill.

The perfect blend between10.5g of fresh coffee and 

1.5g of real Mint (nothing artificial here) come together 

to give a A healthy dose of chill. The wonderful flavor of 

Mint – Cool refreshing Taste. Awaken your senses on 

your mornings. It is more than a cup of coffee. It is also 

health benefits. In 90 seconds, our single serve filters will 

brew a rich Vietnamese-style cup of coffee perfection. 

Add sugar or sugary condensed milk to complete your 

coffee experience. Enjoy it hot, with ice is so great.

Mint Latte Drip Bag Coffee



“We’re reinventing the classics with our Vanilla Lattes. It's 

a very small things with but it can bear big benefits to 

how you feel when you drink coffee, and hopefully, this 

vanilla latte. The a lighter-roasted Arabica coffee and 

Robusta coffee, real vanilla bean and a bit peanut butter 

(nothing artificial here) come together to create a 

delightful new twist on a beloved espresso classic. The 

sweet, bold taste, and floral notes of real vanilla beans we 

use in each naturally flavorful cup of coffee. It's ready to 

captivate your senses right now. It's wonderful to enjoy it 

hot or iced coffee with sugar or sweetened condensed 

milk!

Ginger Latte Drip Bag Coffee



“ It’s a yummy way to start my day and gives 

me a chance to step outside and snip some 

herbs, which I always enjoy. Adding fresh 

herbs to your coffee can really change up 

your coffee game. The special blend of Viet-

namese Robusta coffee combined with 

dried rosemary leaves creates a delicious 

drink with not strong flavor, great balances 

and health benefits. It's memorable and 

delicious to enjoy iced coffee with honey or 

sweetened condensed milk! Rosemary on 

the other is beneficial, it's an antioxidant and 

may help reduce blood sugar, rosemary also 

is associated with healthy brain and 

memory.

Best of all this pour-over makes you feel so 

fancy.

In 90 seconds, our single serve filters will 

brew a rich Vietnamese-style cup of coffee 

perfection. Our premium coffee is easy to 

make with no special equipment needed to 

brew. Just tear the bag, hang over your cup, 

pour water, and add your creamer. That’s it!”

Packed a couple of these packets for a week-

end away from home, and they are easy to 

Rosemary Latte Drip Bag Coffee

www.dripbagcoffee.vn



“ It’s a yummy way to start my day and gives 

me a chance to step outside and snip some 

herbs, which I always enjoy. Adding fresh 

herbs to your coffee can really change up 

your coffee game. The special blend of Viet-

namese Robusta coffee combined with dried 

rosemary leaves creates a delicious drink with 

not strong flavor, great balances and health 

benefits. It's memorable and delicious to 

enjoy iced coffee with honey or sweetened 

condensed milk! Rosemary on the other is 

beneficial, it's an antioxidant and may help 

reduce blood sugar, rosemary also is associat-

ed with healthy brain and memory.

Best of all this pour-over makes you feel so 

fancy.

In 90 seconds, our single serve filters will 

brew a rich Vietnamese-style cup of coffee 

perfection. Our premium coffee is easy to 

make with no special equipment needed to 

brew. Just tear the bag, hang over your cup, 

pour water, and add your creamer. That’s it!”

Packed a couple of these packets for a week-

end away from home, and they are easy to 

use! Great for family, travel, office, hotel.”

Cinnamon Latte Drip Bag Coffee
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“ It’s a yummy way to start my day and gives 

me a chance to step outside and snip some 

herbs, which I always enjoy. Adding fresh 

herbs to your coffee can really change up 

your coffee game. The special blend of Viet-

namese Robusta coffee combined with dried 

rosemary leaves creates a delicious drink with 

not strong flavor, great balances and health 

benefits. It's memorable and delicious to 

enjoy iced coffee with honey or sweetened 

condensed milk! Rosemary on the other is 

beneficial, it's an antioxidant and may help 

reduce blood sugar, rosemary also is associat-

ed with healthy brain and memory.

Best of all this pour-over makes you feel so 

fancy.

In 90 seconds, our single serve filters will 

brew a rich Vietnamese-style cup of coffee 

perfection. Our premium coffee is easy to 

make with no special equipment needed to 

brew. Just tear the bag, hang over your cup, 

pour water, and add your creamer. That’s it!”

Packed a couple of these packets for a week-

end away from home, and they are easy to 

use! Great for family, travel, office, hotel.”

Jasmine Latte Drip Bag Coffee
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To get stable and reliable quality, we have extended the coffee farm in Gia Lai and 

selected the best coffee bean in the highlands areas.

www.dripbagcoffee.vn



Contact Us

QUY THI TRADING AND SERVICE COMPANY LIMITED

Add: No. 6, No. 7 street , Lot A15, Tran Thai Residential, Phuoc Kien Commune, Nha Be District, HCM City. Viet Nam

Hotline: 0938 007 811 - 0909 727 811- Tel: + 848 028 3620 2014 / 028 3620 2015

Contact at Vietnam: 0938 007 811 (Mrs Ha) - Canada: 1 902 916 5672 (Maryann Nguyen)

Email: contact@zarabeancoffee.com - marketing@zarabeancoffee.com  

Website: http://www.dripbagcoffee.vn -  http://www.zarabeancoffee.com

www.dripbagcoffee.vn


